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Nimesh is the CEO and Founder of Rockmetric. Nimesh is building one of the fastest growing
Enterprise AI start-ups in India. Nimesh works with senior leaders from some of the largest banks
and financial services institutions to transform how they monitor business using Data and AI.
Rockmetric platform provides a ‘Cognitive Data Analyst’ that delivers sophisticated analysis over
large datasets through a simple Google-like natural language search interface. The platform is an
decision support system for management to automate business monitoring at a scale.
Nimesh has consulted with organisations like The World Bank and National Skills Development
Corporation. He was instrumental setting-up the credit default guarantee fund by the Union
Government in 2012-13 for banks to kick-start a skill development loans market in India.
Nimesh started his career as a management consultant with Deloitte in India, where he advised
large corporations and Government in area such as business strategy, market feasibility and impact
assessment.
Nimesh has an MBA from the Indian School of Business. He has completed his Masters in Commerce
and Bachelors in Management Studies from Mumbai University. Nimesh has published papers in
international journals in areas like voice and gesture recognition.
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 Rockmetric - https://www.linkedin.com/company/rockmetric/
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 Rockmetric - https://www.facebook.com/rockmetric/
About Rockmetric
Rockmetric is a 'Cognitive Data Analyst' that automates business monitoring with a simple Googlelike 'Natural Language Search' interface. Enterprises can now democratise access to sophisiticated
insights and ad-hoc data queries without having to expand expensive reporting and analytics teams.
Teams can request for queries in simple English such as “Why did the Sales for Product A dip in
London during May?” or “Which are the top Account Managers by Target Achievement Rate”.
The platform understands your questions, analyses data and delivers beautiful charts and complex
analysis instantly, without any human intervention. Teams can access data across web, mobile,
email, voice or other popular communication platforms.
Links:
Barclays RISE Demo Day - http://bit.ly/2Aji0vK
Recent Press Release - http://bit.ly/2vkjggY
Rockmetric Press - https://bit.ly/2OQMWvm
Rockmetric Preview - http://bit.ly/2xIA4PP

